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Under the guidance of materialistic view of history, the thesis tends to 
carry out research on Chinese history of marine disaster. Within the research 
framework of Marine history, the author of the thesis tries to develop a new 
research method on the history of marine disaster, combining together 
research methods both in natural science and social science. The research is 
carried out on the history of marine disaster and its relationship with coastal 
society and economy. 
The thesis divides into four chapters. Chapter One is the introduction, 
which is devoted to such aspects as selecting the research subject, retrospect 
of the research achievements, research methods, and so on. The research 
materials and way of treating those materials are also introduced in this 
chapter. 
Chapter Two and Three are general descriptions about marine disasters in 
different periods. Chapter Two describes stormy tide in different sea areas in 
the history. Comparisons are made about different sea areas. Chapter Three is 
dedicated to shipwrecks caused by natural disasters in China’s seas. Features 
about those shipwrecks are discussed. 
Chapter Four discusses the influence brought by marine disasters to 
coastal agricultural society and economy. Under the influence of tide disaster, 
coastal areas developed a different mode of economic development. This 
mode had an obvious marine feature. The influence brought by marine 















Marine disasters have a very close relationship with human society. 
Research conducted on marine disasters can provide people with methods to 
deal with the disasters. Actually, Chinese people have always been looking for 
methods to limit the damage caused by marine disasters. This is a dynamic 
process, because people’s social and economic activities and marine disasters 
are always changing. In the thesis, therefore, attention is also paid to the 
interactive relationship between human society and ever-changing marine 
disasters. 
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